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THIS WEEKEND WITH SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS:
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NCAA is a massive 66-41-1 on the season having gone 8-3 last week.
SBB has solid day of five plays going on Championship Saturday’s slate. SBB has a 4.5-STAR Side
of the Week (Big Ten Championship), a 4-STAR Total of the Week, a 4.5-STAR AAC Championship
Side or two 4-STAR plays. Additionally, SBB has 3 Trends Plays each including 2/3 trends/systems
each. Get the complete Saturday package for the great value of just $39 in web debit value. SBB
also has its complete bowl package, with this week’s plays included as a bonus, for just $199 in web debit value.
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NFL is a super strong 62-41-4 on the season. SBB has nine plays Sunday with a strong 4.5-STAR Side of
the Week, 4-STAR Total of the Week (Sunday Night), two 4.5-STAR sides and five more 4-STAR plays including sides in the Sunday
night and Sunday afternoon featured games. Get all nine plays for the low price of $49 of web debit value or purchase individually.
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS is featuring NFL & NCAA Systems on the Killersports.com Trends Mart, and will be releasing NBA systems
in the weeks to come. View SBB’s offerings at http://killersports.com/trend_mart?store=SBB.

SBB’s NCAA PLAY ON ATS TREND:

SBB’s NFL PLAY ON ATS TREND:

T

T

he Patriots are 11-0 ATS (10.64 ppg) coming off a home
game where they allowed no more than 18 first downs.

CU is 10-0 ATS (13.20 ppg) as a dog coming off a home win
where they allowed at least 28 points.

SDQL TEXT: team=Patriots and po:first downs<=18 and
date>=20161016

SDQL TEXT: team=TCU and D and p:points>=28 and p:HW and
date>=20051008

SBB’s NFL PLAY AGAINST TREND:

SBB’s NCAA PLAY AGAINST TREND:

T

N

he Raiders are 0-10 ATS (-10.80 ppg) off a game as a favorite
of more than three points where they covered.

ew Mexico State is 0-12-1 ATS (-6.65 ppg) as a favorite coming off a home game where they failed to cover.

SDQL TEXT: team=Raiders and p:ats margin>0 and p:line<-3
and date>=20051016

SDQL TEXT: team=NMST and F and p:ats margin<0 and p:H and
date>=19951111

SBB’s TOP NFL PLAYER TREND:

SBB’s SUPER SYSTEM OF THE WEEK:

T

N

he Bills are 8-0 OU (8.94 ppg) at home when Tyrod Taylor
completed at least 60% of their passes last game.

CAA: PLAY ON: Teams coming off a loss by at least 34
points as a favorite. Active on South Alabama.

SDQL TEXT: H and Tyrod Taylor:p:completions / Tyrod
Taylor:p:passes>=.60 and date>=20160915

SDQL TEXT: p:F and p:margin<=-34
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If you like what you see here, you will love the
ALL New 2017 Killersports.com Weekly Newsletter
Subscribe now to the 2017 Killersports.com NFL Report. Each week, Killersports.com, MTi Sports and SportsBook Breakers
will provide 25+ pages of hard hitting information for that week’s NFL and college football action. Included in the

action-packecontent you can expect each and every week for 17 weeks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ALL NEW: Game Breakdown Pages for Every Game!
Four (4) Full NFL Selections from MTi and SportsBook Breakers
MTi’s NFL Teaser Plays  with Exclusive Teaser Trends
NFL and NCAA Trend and System Breakdowns
Dozens of NFL Trends for both Sides and Totals
NFL Player Based Trends
Weekly Annotated NFL Schedule Chart
To subscriber now, visit Killersports.com and follow the link in the right-hand column

SBB’s NFL O/U OVER TREND:

SBB’s NCAA O/U OVER TREND:

T

L

he Panthers are 12-0 OU (12.75 ppg) as a road dog coming
ouisiana-Monroe is 10-0 OU (20.20 ppg) as a dog of more
off a game where they allowed at least seven points more
than a TD coming off a game where they forced at least two
than expected.
turnovers.
SDQL TEXT: team=Panthers and AD and p:dpa>=7 and SDQL TEXT: team=LMON and 7<line and p:turnovers>=2 and
date>=20081123
date>=20151017

SBB’s NFL O/U UNDER TREND:

T

SBB’s NCAA O/U UNDER TREND:

he Lions are 0-10 OU (-11.20 ppg) on the road off a game as
a dog where they allowed 30 points.

A

kron is 0-13 OU (-12.85 ppg) as a dog coming off a home
game where they scored less than expected.

SDQL TEXT: team=Lions and A and po:points>=30 and p:D and SDQL TEXT: team=AKRON and D and p:dps<0 and p:H and
date>=20091115
date>=20121013

NFL BIBLE ACTIVE TREND:

SUBMIT YOUR TRENDS:

E012: The Patriots are 20-0 OU (+10.88 ppg) as a favorite
after a TD-plus win and they are facing a team that just
held their opponent to less than 250 yards of offense.

illersports.com is a collected effort of smart, savvy individuals
looking to capitalize in the world of sports and those efforts
include you! Submit your best trends to sportsbookbreakers@
gmail.com when they are active, will will publish them in this
section and credit you as the mastermind behind a great NFLfind.
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SDQL TEXT: team = Patriots and p:margin >= 7 and F and
opo:TY < 250 and season >= 2005

USER SUBMITTED: NONE:

Note: It is not SportsBook Breakers recommendation to make plays based solely on one trend (our selections at
killercappers.com don’t). Weigh these trends along with other factors accordingly.
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